
 

 

 

 

  

Rapper 1: A Cancer Cell  

Rapper 2: A Healthy Cell 

La Batalla / The Battle 

Adler Guerrero Zuniga 

Cancer Cell and Healthy Cell  ft. P53 



 

 

 

THE FINAL BATTLE BETWEEN THE DARK SIDE AND THE GOOD SIDE 

 

 

R1: No longer got a Tumor Suppressor  

That is because I became the aggressor  

You’re still weak, no care-free 

living under the command of p53 

What are you waiting for? 

Immortality? 

Join me and then there’ll be no fatality 

No cell cycle to obey 

In lactic acid is how we pay 

Oh, pardon 

Did you not understand? 

I only get bigger, and I know that triggers 

Knowing my temporal evolution 

I can take any attribution (yuh yuh yuh) 

Let’s see what you got: 

Cuz we know you ain’t “that” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

R2: You are so wack,  

T-Cells go attack (yurr) 

You’re just delusional  

Making lactid acid to survive? 

Border line unusable 

And You think you’re a king? (hahaha) 

But you are just a screw up, 

Like the prodigal son 

Just wait until I am done 

But guess what, I brought a friend: 

P53 take it away: 

 

Gracias, gracias por tenerme  

Yo no vengo a bromear 

Yo he venido a matar  

Por apoptosis, necrosis 

O ferroptosis  

Solo se que voy a activar a mi apoptosome  

Y con eso ya.  

Ya basta, pobre sabandija sal de aca 

Super sayayin me volvere  

Para derrotarte como a Cell 

Y si no se puede yo llamare  

A Carlos 

 con su equipo elite 

descubrira la cura contra ti vamos a buscar. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Science Explanation: 

This rap song is about Rapper 1, a cancerous cell, roasting Rapper 2, a regular 

cell. Rapper 1 starts by showing off how after he got rid of the tumor suppressors, 

he became an aggressor to his environment. He laughs at the healthy cell 

because he knows if something in his DNA goes wrong he will die due to p53 

checking for mutations during cell cycle. He also mentions how he does not obey 

the cell cycle, therefore he is immortal in the sense that he usually does not reach 

senescence. He also explains that his different ways are better since he makes 

lactic acid and gets the ATP a lot faster then the common way the regular cell 

does it. 

On the second verse Rapper 2 calls out the cancerous cell for being a screw up, 

meaning his many mutations that cause GOF and LOF. He also points out that his 

mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is much better than the Warburg effect  

the cancer cell does. Rapper 2 calls the cancerous cell a “prodigal son” like the 

fable because the cancer cell used to be a good cell that has gone bad and is 

betraying it’s role in the cell’s environment. So he calls tumor suppressor p53: 

 

P53 is the foreign friend because Rapper 1 does not remember p53 since they 

lost connection some time ago due to LOF ( ergo that is why he speaks in 

Spanish). The p53 mentions how now that he has gain function he is no longer 

going to wait around. He will kill the cancerous cell via activating apoptosis. ( I 

added necrosis and ferroptosis for rhyme rather than scientific truth). And he says 

if he fails he is counting on Professor Carmona’s lab to get the cure to get rid of 

this cancer cell. 


